BIOGRAPHICAL & MEDIA INFORMATION
ABOUT DR. HOLIDAY

DR. HOLIDAY
“THE HILARIOUS HYPNOTIST”

Dr. Holiday is an accomplished stage hypnotist working out of the Atlanta,
Georgia area, and traveling to destinations around & out of the country, thrilling
corporate, association, collegiate & other professional groups with his amazing &
unforgettable show. During his 30 year history of performing, event planners
consistently report a far larger turnout at discretionary attendance functions, &
his show has been a sell-out at many comedy clubs, chamber of commerce functions,
and the like. Meeting planners frequently use his show to highlight their important
events because they want a proven professional to entertain their clients, members,
employees & families with a fascinating & highly popular show that is great for all
ages. Dr. Holiday utilizes an audience participation format, which gives groups the
special & satisfying rewards associated with being involved.
Dr. Holiday, aka Doc Holiday, is an accredited, registered hypnotist with an
extensive educational background, including degrees in the medical field, majoring
in psychology & business from California State University at Los Angeles. During
the Viet Nam era, he served with distinction in the U.S. Air Force, was trained in
medical radiology & accredited with the A.R.R.T. medical registry. He provided
medical service with distinction primarily in surgery and E.R. at military hospitals
in the U.S., overseas, & at large civilian hospitals in California. Always interested
in sharing health enhancement service & information, he evolved into becoming a
talented motivational speaker and personal development trainer for corporate
groups. Dr. Holiday’s programs included teaching self-hypnosis as a vehicle for
positive change, facilitating growth in many areas, including stress management.
He continues to teach seminars for groups, in addition to providing entertainment
services. A hallmark of his performances, always done in good taste, is to reward
the participants with valuable self-improvement suggestions for greater health,
wealth, success & happiness. Students, in particular, benefit with enhancement of
their testing ability & overall academic performance.
Dr. Holiday’s professionalism, engaging style, and unique format has for decades
infused great fun into the special events of a variety of groups. The rave reviews &
the standing ovations that his performances receive are well documented. The
success & popularity of Dr. Holiday’s stage hypnosis shows at important events are
legendary. Not only does he thrill audiences with his unforgettable show, he
continually proves that “LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE”, & has appropriately
earned for himself the title of “The “Hilarious Hypnotist”.

